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Hiragana (å¹³ä»®å••, ã•²ã‚‰ã•Œã•ª, Japanese pronunciation: [Ã§iÉ¾aÉ¡ana]) is a Japanese syllabary, one
component of the Japanese writing system, along with katakana, kanji, and in some cases rÅ•maji (Latin
script).
Hiragana - Wikipedia
Katakana (ç‰‡ä»®å••, ã•‹ã•Ÿã•‹ã•ª, ã‚«ã‚¿ã‚«ãƒŠ, Japanese pronunciation: ) is a Japanese syllabary, one
component of the Japanese writing system along with hiragana, kanji, and in some cases the Latin script
(known as rÅ•maji).
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